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This UK registered car, was o e o o , a cci os ro ght to the UK ar et a d is s i origi a actor
co g ra o with o sight odi ca o s or ada ta o s rese t t is i s i e co di o tha s to it

ei g garaged or a ost its e re i e a d o ei g dri e or , i es c o ed at ar a d assic
h s www cara dc assic co a c o s s i ca cci o g

Sells for £16,500

5,000 Mile Cappuccino



Auction

Preview

Rolls Royce Silver Cloud

Car and Classic have a 1956 Rolls Royce
Silver Cloud for auction. Starting easily
and ticking over with barely a murmur

the Cloud is reported to drive as it should.
Having been part of a busy wedding fleet for
the past 1 years it has performed faultlessly
on hundreds of big occasions and is reported

to be completely reliable with no issues. think
we should bid right now nd out more details
at https www.carandclassic.com auctions
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An incredible driver, businessman and personality.

MotorsportLegend

PaddyHopkirk
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911 Turbo

PaddyHopkirk

What follows is BMWs own tribute which said
it all rather well. The story of the Monte
Carlo Rally in the ‘60s defines what Hopkirk

achieved and includes so e reat interview aterial
and that we believe is a fittin tribute.

successful racer and business an addy
be an his professional otorsport career at the
Circuit of reland and with his first Hewison Trophy
for the ost successful rish rally driver of the year.
n the followin decades nu erous en a e ents
with various brands and a or rallies were strun
to ether such as the afari Rally the R C Rally
the cropolis Rally the Tulip Rally the lpine Rally
and any ore.

Hopkirk finished his first participation in the
Monte Carlo Rally in 6 in third place in a
unbea Rapier. year later si th place followed

with a classic Mini.
n 6 Hopkirk finally etched hi self into the

otorsport history books in the classic Mini. n a
dra atic duel with wede Bo un feldt and his
si nificantly ore otori ed ord alcon Hopkirk
delivered a showdown at the Col de Turini and finally
won the overall standin s takin the first Monte
victory for the Mini.

The surprise coup was celebrated frenetically in
reat Britain akin the classic Mini a le end and

Hopkirk the ost fa ous rally driver overni ht. The
British ri e Minister sent con ratulations and The
Beatles sent a card with the words ow you re one

of us addy.
But what do nu bers and victories say about a

person Hopkirk was also known a on collea ues
fa ily friends and fans as a fair sports an. n 6
he and his co driver Tony ash were in the lead at
the ondon ydney arathon and stopped their
ustin to free a recently in ured tea e ber fro

his burnin vehicle.
Today althou h we ust say farewell to addy

we know that his le acy will re ain forever.
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CarTrouble

Monte Magic

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

A mini with hP Paddy Hopkirk’s finest hour? He had loads of
those but the’64 Monte Carlo Rally is also the Mini’s defining

PaddyHopkirk
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On 21 January 1964, the Mini Cooper S won the
Monte Carlo Rally for the first time. It was the
pairing of Northern Ireland‟s Patrick (“Paddy”)

Hopkirk and his co-driver Henry Liddon that pulled off
the big surprise, resisting the supposed superiority of
significantly more powerful rivals in their small British
car. Its faultless run over country roads and mountain
passes, ice and snow, tight corners and steep gradients
laid the foundations for the underdog-turned-giant-
slayer to cement itself in both the hearts of the public
and the annals of motor sport legend. Indeed, the
classic Mini‟s dominance of the Monte Carlo Rally
continued over the years that followed, Hopkirk‟s
Finnish team-mates Timo Mäkinen and Rauno Aaltonen
adding two further overall victories – in 1965 and 1967 –
to the British manufacturer‟s collection.

Paddy Hopkirk‟s eyes still light up when he
recalls the driving qualities of his winning car: “Although
the Mini was only a little family saloon, technically it had
a lot of advantages. Its front-wheel drive and front-
mounted transverse engine were a great advantage,
and the fact the car was smaller and the roads were
ploughed, they were quite narrow, so I suppose that was
an advantage. We were very lucky – the car was right,
everything happened at the right time and came
together at the right moment.”

It was the legendary “Night of the Long Knives”,
the penultimate stage of the Monte, which put the Mini

Cooper S with car number 37 and the now famous
licence plate
33 EJB on course for victory that winter of 1964. Hopkirk
crossed the finish line just 17 seconds off the pace set
by his chief adversary Bo Ljungfeldt in the far more
powerful V8-powered Ford Falcon. The handicap
formula at the time – designed to even out the weight
and power differences between the various cars – meant
the classic Mini actually led the way in the overall
standings. And Hopkirk defended his advantage in the
sprint through the streets of Monte Carlo that rounded off
the rally. At the winner‟s ceremony he shared the cheers
of the crowed with his team-mates. Timo Mäkinen‟s
fourth-place finish and Rauno Aaltonen‟s seventh overall
set the seal on the success of the Mini Cooper S and
ushered in the era of the “Three Musketeers” in the
Monte Carlo Rally.

The classic Mini‟s victory was celebrated with
particular e citement in its native Britain. Hopkirk
received a congratulatory telegram from the British
government and the Beatles were also among those
leading the applause. “I got a telegram from the
Beatles,” remembers Hopkirk. “That was followed byThe
triumph of the classic Mini in the Monte was lauded as a
sensation by motor sport fans around the world. But this
wasn‟t a success that came entirely out of the blue: the
small car developed by Alec Issigonis, then eputy
Technical irector at the British Motor Corporation,

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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possessed an inherent sporting talent from birth. The
first person to spot this potential was John Cooper. The
sports car designer was the driving force behind
construction of a more powerful version of the car. The
Mini produced only 34 hp at launch, but its front-wheel
drive, low weight, wide track and comparatively long
wheelbase made it an e tremely agile four-seater and
paved the way for its forays onto race circuits and rally
courses.

As early as 196 , big-name racing drivers like
raham Hill, Jack Brabham and Jim Clark were spotted

testing the cornering air of the John Cooper-tuned
small car on the Silverstone Formula One track.
However, the classic Mini was most at home in rally
racing. Patt Moss, sister of grand pri driver Stirling
Moss, piloted it to wins in the Tulip Rally and Baden-
Baden Rally in 1962. And by the following year, the
diminutive British car was ready to burst into the public
consciousness at the Monte Carlo Rally. Preceding
years had been a tough learning e perience for the
works team, but now they would make people sit up and
take notice. Rauno Aaltonen and Paddy Hopkirk drove
the 55 hp Mini Cooper to a 1-2 finish in their class,
which was good enough for third and si th places
overall.

It was clear that the classic Mini was better
equipped than any other car to pull off the classic avid
vs oliath act. John Cooper had long suspected that the
car had what it took. Back in 1959 he instructed Roy
Salvadori to drive a prototype to the Italian rand Pri in
Mon a. The journey itself turned into a race between

Salvadori and fellow racing driver Reg Parnell at the
wheel of an Aston Martin B4. The result confirmed
what Cooper had foreseen in his mind‟s eye: the
Cooper-prepared classic Mini arrived around an hour
earlier than the much more powerful Aston.

Identifiable from a distance with their tartan red
bodywork and white roofs, the si small racers
dispatched by the BMC works team for the Monte Carlo
Rally in 1964 were – at least on paper – fighting against
the tide once more. The Mini Cooper S lined up at the
start for the first time. Its new four-cylinder engine now
had an increased 1 71cc capacity and output had also
been boosted to around 9 hp. This was a lot more than
in previous years but still modest in the face of
competition from the likes of the Mercedes- Ben 3
SE and Ford Falcon, whose si -cylinder and V8 units
had three or four times more power at their disposal.

The 33rd edition of the Monte Carlo Rally began –
as was traditional at the time – with a nod to the origins
of the event, the cars starting from nine European cities
before converging on the French city of Reims. The
Hopkirk Liddon partnership got their journey with the
Mini Cooper S under way in Minsk, while for Rauno
Aaltonen and Tony Ambrose the Monte adventure
started in Oslo, and Timo Mäkinen and Patrick Vanson
set off from Paris. The classic Mini successfully
negotiated all these journeys and all si works cars were
able to take their place in the 277-strong field in Reims.
The first stage of the rally to Saint-Claude brought
together the two cars which were to define the 1964
Monte from start to finish. Bo Ljungfeldt roared to the top
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of the time sheets in his Ford Falcon, but Paddy
Hopkirk remained hot on his heels in his Mini Cooper S

The ne t leg of the rally was made up largely of
mile-long at-out sections, but Hopkirk refused to let his
big-engined rivals build up a decisive advantage. The
“Night of the Long Knives” would become the day of
reckoning this was the classic Mini‟s chance to
demonstrate its talents to the full. “It was quite snowy
that year, so we had done a lot of.practising and
preparing,” e plains Hopkirk. “The Mini was particularly
good downhill, and all the tests were up and downhill, so
what we lost going up, I think we made up for going
downhill.”

Irresistible handling, correct tyre choice, Hopkirk‟s
gifts at the wheel and the snow – which slowed the
bigger cars down – all came together and ensured that
Hopkirk was able to take over the lead on the 1,6 7-
metre (5,27 ft) Col de Turini. However, it remained a
tight contest all the way to the finish, with Bo Ljungfeldt,
as e pected, again posting the fastest time on the final
stage through Monte Carlo. However, Hopkirk was also
squee ing everything from his Mini Cooper S once
again and hung onto his advantage to wrap up the win.
“It‟s not like rallying today when you know where you
are. I had to do the final circuit, then the journalists told
me I had won and I couldn‟t believe it. It surprised the
world and us, so it was very nice,” recalls Hopkirk.

The following year Timo Mäkinen and co-driver
Paul Easter ensured the classic Mini would retain its
title. They were helped by a new engine with capacity
increased to 1275cc, but it was the Scandinavian‟s

driving skill that landed the decisive blow. Mäkinen was
the only driver to remain penalty-point-free throughout
the rally distance, despite the fact that the 1965 Monte
Carlo Rally was providing one of the most e acting tests
in the history of the event. Epic levels of snow and ice
made the going seriously tough, but that didn‟t stop the
organisers including a second night stage through the
Maritime Alps in the programme. Mäkinen and his Mini
Cooper S appeared impervious to the deteriorating
conditions. The Finn won five of the si special stages
on the final leg of the rally and finished the event with a
handsome margin over the second-placed car.

The most impressive and also most dramatic
Monte Carlo Rally for the “Three Musketeers” was to
follow in 1966. Mäkinen, Aaltonen and Hopkirk
dominated the event from the start, and it was in this
order that they completed a clean sweep of the top three
positions overall at the finish. Public enthusiasm for the
quicksilver classic Minis appeared to be boundless – as
was the disappointment when the French race
commissioners revealed their decision to disqualify the
trio on account of lights that allegedly did not conform
with official regulations. This was also the reason given
for removing the fourth-placed Lotus Cortina from the
classification, which meant that the Finnish Citro n
driver Pauli Toivonen was crowned the winner.

The dream of a Monte hat-trick lay in tatters, but
the “Three Musketeers” resolved to return at the earliest
opportunity. In the winter of 1967 Hopkirk, Mäkinen and
Aaltonen lined up alongside two other BMC works teams
for the Monte Carlo Rally. And this time neither the rules

PaddyHopkirk
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nor the other cars could stand between the Mini Cooper
S and victory. Rauno Aaltonen was joined by Henry
Liddon – Paddy Hopkirk‟s co-driver from the successful
1964 Monte – for his latest assault on the rally. The
Finnish-British team clicked straight into gear. Aaltonen
guided the classic Mini to what was this time an
undisputed victory with 12 seconds to spare. And
nobody was more pleased for the duo than Hopkirk:
“Henry Liddon was really an outstanding co-driver. But
the co-drivers never got enough credit, you know. They
did a fantastic job in reading the notes and they were
the office manager of the car.”

Hopkirk finished the 1967 Monte Carlo Rally in
si th place and also drove the classic Mini to fifth overall
the following year. Aaltonen was third in 1968. However,
the era of the small car that stormed to the summit of
rally racing was clearly approaching an end. Its rivals
had grown just too powerful and the sporting enith of
the classic Mini was now behind it. Memories of that
famous triumph in the winter of 1964 will forever burn
bright and the “Three Musketeers” have written an
indelible chapter into the history of motor sport. As for
distinctive headlight solutions, such as incurred the
wrath of the powers- that-be back in 1966, they also live
on as some of the most popular Original MINI
Accessories – from black headlight housing and the
evocative spotlights fronting the radiator grille to retrofit
enon headlights.
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BrickFerrari
The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Kiran Parmar takes on a huge challenge by putting
together a Lego Technic Ferrari SP3. It is more

difficult than it looks and here is the full build with
top tips if you want to follow Kiran’s example

LegoTechnics
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At Free Car Mag we like cars and we like working
on cars, so as you can imagine, when we received
an invite to build a Ferrari, we grabbed it with both

hands. Just one thing, it wasn't a real, full size road
going Ferrari but in fact a fabulous 1:8 scale Lego
Technic model we could build in the comfort of our
home.

If you are familiar with the ‘Technic’ branch of
Lego, you will know that it is the most advanced form of
Lego which is designed for older children and adults.
The larger Technic models can take weeks to complete
due to hundreds of tiny components that all have to be
assembled precisely, with patience and care. Having
completed a Technic model previously I was excited to
get stuck in, then I saw the book, in fact books! There
are two rather beautiful and slightly overwhelming
building manuals presented in the box. Speaking of the
box; it is a work of art in its own right.

The Ferrari Daytona SP3 Lego model is
seriously impressive and one of the most sophisticated
Technic models developed to date. It features a working
seven speed paddle shift gearbox, gear lever shifter for
the drive modes (reverse, neutral and drive), a ‘V12’
engine with moving pistons, butterfly doors which can be
opened by pressing a secret yellow ‘button’ under the
engine bay, working steering, removable targa roof, fully
functioning suspension, two-wheel drive with drive

shafts operating the rear wheels, and opening engine
bay cover and front boot lid.

One of my favourite features on the car are the
custom-made wheels; the attention to detail is so great
that the driver’s side and passenger side have their own
unique set just like the real car and even the tyre tread
pattern was carefully considered and approved by
Ferrari to ensure they are as close to real life as
possible.

Lego's creation of this model was quite a
challenge during the early stages as the Lego design
team were unable to see the actual car as Ferrari were
still developing the Daytona SP3 and the project was still
very much secret. As a result, they had to go purely on
images and feedback from Ferrari. The real Daytona
SP3 body features beautiful, spectacular curves and
Lego worked very hard to recreate those curves using
contoured plastic pieces whilst maintaining the Lego
DNA.

In addition, Lego studied how Ferrari assembled
the actual car in Maranello in Italy and reproduced, as
much as possible, those same steps, so when you build
your kit at home, it feels like you are seeing the car
being assembled in the factory.

My top tips for building this model are to
purchase a few organizer boxes and carefully pour all
the pieces out of the little plastic bags into an ice cream

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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LegoTechnic
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tub first and then separate all the pieces to the organizer
boxes so you can find the pieces easily. Tweezers are
very handy for picking parts and fitting parts where your
fingers can't easily reach, and needle-nose pliers come
in handy if you have made a mistake and you need to pull
a pin out. Follow the instructions carefully and only open
the appropriate bags when the instructions tell you to,
take your time and enjoy the process. Also watch a
couple of YouTube videos before you start, there is a
large community of Technic enthusiasts out there who
give you helpful tips on many builds.

The actual car will be built in limited numbers,
only 599 to be exact with a price tag of over two million
Euros, and as you may have guessed they are all already
sold. The Lego version costs significantly less at £349.99
and you can get yours here: https: www.lego.com en-gb
product ferrari-daytona-sp3-42143

If you are looking for a fun and educational project
this summer for the kids or perhaps for yourself, then look
no further; bring the Ferrari factory to your living room
and get building!

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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Matthew Corrigan explains what makes classic cars great...

ClassicCars

LoveLetter
toaPug...
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LoveLetter
toaPug...

Lately, it has been all but impossible to es ape the o in malaise that is settlin ,
sh ou li e upon the shoul e s o ou a tu in na on o ma e ho mu h e t y
to eny it, e all no the omin e onomi onse uen es o the eat

e ea on ill be bibli al in s ale the a sha o s o a o e se e al poten al
o l hotspots a e sha penin an both oo an ene y a e soon to be in sho t

supply n then the e s the o e nment ha e an e ten e o abula y ith hi h
to es ibe the abysmal a minist a on that u ently hol s the eins oo taste,
ho e e o ay, the e ito o bi s me to use it ot that the ismal uppet ho
t ibute a t on the opposi on ben hes oul help ma e s any e a e, in sho t,
s e e

ime, easone , to ha e a little un e i e to at least t y to o somethin to put
a smile ba on my a e y eu eot as lai up at h istmas ha in aile
its Last month, ith the ays isibly len thenin an the me u y sta n to
ise, too it ba to the a a e e ays late , ha in ha a bit o el in an
some o on the b a es, ot the all t as ea y

he a a e is a ouple o miles a ay al in to olle t it, the sun as bea n o n
an the sp in lambs ambolle eely in the iel s oup o th ee o ou bi e s
oa e past, a hi h pe o man e blu o p ima y olou s an imp obably at ea
ty es o oubt o to ta e a anta e o the eathe o the i st me this yea t
as that in o ay p mism, in e ibly, as in the ai

basi ally han e my allet o e at the a a e an limbe into the a e ently,
ith mes bein as ha as they a e, e been ha bou in a thou hts about

sellin the t ba ely tu ns a heel these ays an oul eally, eally use the
money

enty se on s as all it too to pu e su h i i ulous no ons om my min he
sho t i e home as a eli ht ha se i e the a ahea o it oin in o its

o an e e ythin elt ust i ht ell it ho as i in e o ne that
a sin e the nine es t oul be li e sellin the o he up omin sunny lon
ee en as oin to be eat

e t mo nin , ha in o e e all o miles sin e it as han e in , the
basta alte nato b o e
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Ultra Low Emission Zones
will affect YOU...
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A firm message to the Govt: Kwasi Kwarteng’s
ask of the CMA to investigate fair pricing at the pumps
must be the most detailed examination of the fuel supply
chain's secretive and chronic manipulation of petrol and
diesel prices, ever carried out. That means no
whitewash, get it right this time, please! And at the same
time cut Fuel Duty by 20p !!!

It must not end up like a similar OFT (now the
CMA) fuel supply chain enquiry I helped to commission
back in 2013. That one turned out to be nothing but a
whitewash. They concluded: “The evidence gathered
suggests that at a national level, competition is working
well in the UK road fuel sector.” That conclusion was
absolute bunkum back in 2013 as any driver will contest.
It’s critical that this brand-new 2022 enquiry must ask the
right questions to all involved in the cost of filling up, not
just the retailers.

We await an invitation to give evidence. Our data
shows the depth of the unmitigated greed. Not
withstanding there are indeed a few unscrupulous
retailers, the vast majority are being held to ransom by
the branded oil businesses and those multiple forecourt
owners further up the fuel supply chain. I guarantee, if
they do their job properly, the CMA will show that the
majority of the small independent garage owners are
making very little profit dispensing fuel. Many are even
making a loss selling petrol and diesel.

One Kent garage owner told FairFuelUK: “I
make £750 from fuel sales each week, but it costs me
£850 for me to employ staff in my small shop.”
A Bristol retailer said: “Last week, I sold 22705 litres

and made £1066 (out of £37000 ex VAT) profit on
fuel, before card costs or any other expenses, AND
I’m accused of profiteering by stupid out of touch
motoring associations? Yes, we earn from the shop -
if we didn’t, we would be bankrupt!”

oward Cox said: mall independent
retailers are on tight margins and restrictive contracts
controlled by ruthless oil companies, refineries, and
wholesalers. top blaming these struggling small
businesses and work with us at FairFuelUK to expose
the collusion, racketeering and greedy profiteering
further up the fuel supply chain. The CMA must not
leave any fuel pricing decision point unexamined,
every part of the process must be revealed. oward
Cox, Founder of FairFuelUK. The CMA must look at
the plethora of rip off pricing issues over decades
such as this latest example (see graph below), that
shows since une 1st wholesale prices for petrol have
fallen over 7p per litre yet filling up costs have risen
over 16p. And this one: In March oil prices fell 0 in

terling, yet in the same weeks period, average
petrol prices at the forecourts rose and diesel by

. Go figure!

CMA Pump Price Inquiry
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Free Car Mag on
disappearing ‘90s Cars

https://youtu.be/-DAzftymIEQ
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CA 26 director Lois erry interviewed Maajid Nawa
at Forman’s, Fish Island, London about how Net-

ero is to be used as a measure of social control
linked to digital identities and digital currencies.

https://youtube.com/watch c t /

CAR26 Director Lois
Perry interviews Maajid
Nawaz about Net-Zero
Being used for Social

Control
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CarTrouble

Football
+ Fuel

Free Car Mag won’t be driving to the World Cup which is being played in the brutal
undemocratic country. If we did Choose my Car have a useful map and a guide to
fuel prices on the journey which is rather interesting. Are we being ripped off?

Driving toHell andBack
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According o g nd “Who do you think you are?
Stirling Moss?” This, so the story goes, is what a
policeman asked the British racing driver

following a particularly ʻdaringʼ overtaking
manoeuvre on the streets of ondon “ es sir, am”
was the honest reply

Thereʼs a nod to this legendary tale and a
num er of other aspects of Mossʼs life and career in
“The ast Blast”, a new short lm y Mercedes Ben

lassic police motorcycle outrider admonishes the
over enthusiastic driver of the very Mercedes Ben

S made famous y Mossʼs win in the
Mille Miglia race s the camera ooms in on the

front wing of the ike, we see a sticker earing the
famous uestion

With this, part of a police escorted drive
across central ondon, ʻThe ast Blastʼ cele rates the
life of Moss, who died on pril at the age of

ilming took place at the end of Septem er
in ondon where he lived for more than years
yet somewhere the famous Mercedes Ben racing car,
with its legendary Mille Miglia starting num er of ,
has never een driven efore

But while the Silver rrow is the visi le star of
the show, thereʼs an invisi le one, too the late racing
driver himself n this very car, together with
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CarTrouble

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Driving toHell andBack
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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5PDPNNFNPSBUF UIF ��UI BOOJWFSTBSZPG UIF MBVODI PG UIF UIJSE HFOFSBUJPO3PWFS ��� 	3�
 UIF 3PWFS ��� � ���0XOFST $MVC IBT QVCMJTIFE BO �� QBHF GVMMDPMPVS CPPLMFU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPNNBOZ PG UIF 3PWFS (SPVQ UFBN UIBU XFSFJOWPMWFE XJUI UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MBVODIPG UIF DBS� 5IJT CPPLMFU JT BWBJMBCMF UPQVSDIBTF POMJOF GPS b�� GSPN UIF DMVC�IUUQT���XXX�SPWFS����PSH�VL�TIPQ

0MEDBST EPOˏU EJF UIFZ TJNQMZ CFDPNF#BOHFST� "PSEBCMF QSBDUJDBM BOESFMJBCMF USBOTQPSUBUJPO GPS UIF QFPQMF�5IFZ EPOˏU OFFE UP TQFOE B GPSUVOF PO BCSBOE OFXNPUPS HFU JOUP EFCU PS USBQQFEJOUP B TQJSBM PG EFTQBJS CFUUFS LOPXO BT BOFBTZ QBZNFOU TDIFNF� 0UIFST NBZTQFDJDBMMZ XBOU B #BOHFS 7BO -VYP#BOHFSPS )BQQZ 4IPQQFS 	TFF JOTJEF GPS EFUBJMT
�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that supports
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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FCMBookClub
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.



Christmas
Podcast AlertMerry

Bangers and Classics, the brilliant mind altering Podcast featuring James Ruppert and
David Milloy explaining life, the universe and everything to do with the wonderful world
of motoring. Find out which cars are classics, bangers or both. Listen to stories you
won’t hear anywhere else. Laugh out loud at some very poor jokes, Get involved by

making suggestions for serious and not so serious discussion.
Incredibly a new episode is uploaded every single week. Don’t miss out.

www.bangersandclassics.com



‘The Circular Cars Initiative (CCI) is a private/public sector collaboration 
focused on leveraging new technologies and business models to align the 
automotive industry with a 1.5C climate scenario.’

‘Inefficient utilization of cars is also a problem. Privately-owned vehicles 
are only in use about 5% of the time, and even then, they tend to operate 
at low passenger capacity’ 

The World Economic Forum want more complicated unaffordable cars and 
would prefer it if you didn’t drive so much and shared a bus.
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.PSF PG UIF TBNF� 5IBUˏT DBST BOENPSF DBST BOE UIF PEENPBO BCPVUUIF TUBUF PG UIFNPUPSJOH XPSME� 8FBSF WFSZ MJHIU PO EFUBJMT  CVU OPDIBOHF UIFSF UIFO BOZUIJOH ZPVUIJOL XF TIPVME CF DPWFSJOH HFU JOUPVDI BT XF BSF OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU .BH JO UIF 6OJWFSTF 4FF ZPVOFYU UJNF���

FCM 111
NextTime

FREECARMAG.COM
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 

fcm_flyscreenqueen_advert.indd   1 02/03/2015   22:57


